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INTRODUCTION

All the individuals of any given species, with the exception of homozygous
twins, differ in many phenotypic traits (size, skin or hair color, behavior…).
Since the re-discovery of Mendel’s work in 1900, it is understood that the
inter-individual differences observed between and among species are due to
inherited genetic factors and understanding HOW and WHY individuals
differ from each other implies the study of their genes.
Phenotypic traits are usually divided into two categories. On the one
hand, discrete traits that are measured on a scale containing a pre-determined
number of factors (i.e. blue/ green / brown for eye color, or A/B/O for blood
groups) and on the other hand, continuous traits that take a virtually infinite
number of possible values on a continuous scale (i.e. body weight, hormone
content in blood…). This apparently arbitrary distinction between discrete
and continuous traits is particularly pertinent for understanding the underlying genetic mechanism, as most discrete phenotypes are determined by a
single gene, whereas continuous phenotypes are driven by the combined
effects of several genes.
The association of discrete traits with monogenic factors on the one side,
and continuous traits with polygenic factors on the other holds in most situations although some exceptions exist, such as monogenic traits appearing
continuous by being largely influenced by environment, or continuous phenotypes that can be “discretized” by considering a certain relevant threshold.
An example of the latter is represented by epidemiological traits that are
indicators of patients’ health. Thus, phenotypes below the threshold are considered healthy whereas values above are interpreted as symptoms of disease. For instance, glucose is a continuous trait and diabetes is the resulting
disease when glucose levels in blood are higher than the threshold value, and
there is a similar relationship between cholesterol levels in blood and coronary disease. A summary of the different possible traits and underlying genetic architecture is given in table 1.
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Table 1. Examples of discrete/continuous traits and their underlying genetic architecture (monogenic/polygenic).
Mendelian
(monogenic trait)
Complex
(polygenic trait)

Discrete

Continuous

Wrinkled / smooth peas
Diabetes
Litter size

X
Body weight
Cholesterolemia

In the case of monogenic traits, genes exist in several versions or alleles;
thus allele-A would generate one phenotype (e.g. smooth surface in peas)
whereas allele-B would generate a second phenotype (wrinkled surface).
This well-known example in peas was first described by Gregor Mendel in
1866, and set the bases for understanding genetic inheritance. Hence, traits
driven by a single gene are called Mendelian traits in recognition of his contribution.
Continuous trait in contrast, applies to phenotypic traits that are influenced by the combined effect of several genes. The study of those traits is
therefore more challenging than the study of Mendelian ones and they are
thus often referred to as “complex” or multifactorial traits.
As many complex traits are of economical value, for example animal
body weight for meat production or milk yield, the genetics of complex phenotypes have been extensively studied since the early 20th century. Although
the resemblance between members of the same family had been investigated
by the mean of statistical correlation: Galton (1822-1911) Pearson (18571936), the first theoretical framework of quantitative genetics was the infinitesimal model [Fisher, 1918]. The phenotype is then assumed to be determined by an infinite number of unlinked and non-interacting loci, each contributing an infinitesimal effect [Falconer and Mackay 1996]. Each locus has
an equivalent effect and frequencies, they are assumed to be interchangeable,
the effect of all loci is then summarized in a single variable. This model allows the genetic contribution to phenotypic variance to be calculated, as well
as the population’s response to artificial selection. Although it has proven to
be very successful when applied to the genetic improvement of domestic
breeds, this model gives a little insight into the actual mechanism underlying
the complex traits.
One alternative to improve our understanding of multifactorial traits consists in dissecting the genetics underlying those traits by firstly isolating
genes that have notable influence on the quantitative phenotypes (major
genes), and secondly by quantifying the contribution of every gene to the
phenotype in terms of individual gene effect and possible interaction effect.
The idea of major genes therefore represents an exception to the infinitesimal framework since the phenotype is no longer determined by loci with
infinitesimal effects. Instead, a given proportion of the phenotypic variance
is explained by one or several major genes, whereas the remaining propor8

tion is assumed to be determined by a large number of genes having a small
effect. The distinction between major and minor genes does not rely on any
functional difference between two kinds of genes, but on the magnitude of
their effect that subsequently determine the ability of those loci to be detected [Falconer and Mackay 1996].
As the effect of the major genes is often only a small proportion of the
phenotypic variance, the power to detect major genes remains an issue, and
the dissection of complex genetic traits represents a challenge that, considering current knowledge, can only be achieved by combining several disciplines, including molecular biology, experimental population design, statistics and computer science.
The first step, consisting in detecting a chromosome region or locus that
has significant influence on a quantitative trait, is referred to as Quantitative
Trait Locus (QTL) mapping.

Introduction to QTL mapping, a linear regression
approach
The general principle of QTL mapping consists in measuring a given phenotype for each individual in a population, as well as collecting information
about the genotype of those individuals at several locations in the genome.
The correlation between genetic and phenotypic variance is assessed at regular intervals along the genome, with high correlations indicating higher likelihood of the presence of a QTL affecting the measured phenotype.
The resolution of QTL mapping depends both on the availability of dense
sets of polymorphic markers that provide genotype information at regular
intervals along the genome and on the availability of populations with sufficiently strong Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) that the information provided by
a given marker can be extrapolated to the neighboring chromosome region.
Recent advances in molecular genetics have improved the density and
abundance of available genetic markers and this, together with the reduction
in cost of high-throughput genotyping procedures allows obtaining high
resolution of QTL scan by using dense genotype information for hundreds or
thousands of individuals.
A well-known approach to generate a level of linkage disequilibrium
congruent with the density of markers utilized in the studied population is to
generate an experimental population. The most widely used procedure starts
with an intercross of pools of individuals coming from two genetically inbred lines. As described in Fig. 1a, animals from the same lines are expected
to share similar genetic background. After the first generation of intercrossing, the resulting individuals (F1) are heterozygote at all loci with one of
each chromosome pair from each parental line. After the second generation
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of intercross (F2), recombination in the parental gametes generates offspring
with fragmented chromosomes showing either of the two possible lines origin at different chromosome locations. Three different genotypes are then
possible for the F2 individuals: A/A for homozygote line A, B/B for homozygote line B, or A/B for heterozygotes.

Figure 1a. Representation of chromosomes in an inbred cross population experiment.
The founders are sampled from two inbred lines of animals with different genetic
background. Genetic material from line A is colored in light grey, and material from
line B in colored in dark grey.

Since the genotype can vary between individuals and between chromosome
positions, tracing back the line origin of each allele in the F2 pedigree allows
the genetic variability at each locus to be measured. Correlation between
genotypic and phenotypic variability can subsequently be estimated as illustrated in Fig. 1b.
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Figure 1b. Regression of phenotype against genotype.
For each analyzed position, the phenotype of each individual is plotted against the
genotype (A/A, A/B or B/B). The fit of the regression is quantified using least
squares regression (r). A high value of r indicates a high correlation between genetic and phenotypic variance, and therefore a high likelihood for the presence of a
QTL.

A high correlation between genetic and phenotypic variance indicates a high
likelihood for the presence of a QTL. Measured as the least square correlation coefficient (r), the correlation between genotype and phenotype can be
reported for each tested position on the chromosome as in Fig. 1c. The curve
representing the likelihood for presence of QTL at all tested positions along
the chromosome is often referred to as a chromosome scan.
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Figure 1c. Chromosome scan for QTL
Correlation between genotype and phenotype is reported at all tested positions as an
indicator of the presence of a QTL.

The previous example corresponds to QTL mapping based on linear regression of the genotype against the phenotype in an experimental population, as
described in [Haley and Knott 1992, Martinez and Curnow 1992]. The genotype is modeled as a fixed effect as in equation1,

y = X + e

(1)

where y is the vector of phenotypes,  is the vector of fixed effects, X is
the incidence matrix for the fixed effects including at least the genetic effects
and other possible effects like sex or generation of the animals, and e represents the residuals.
An equivalent model is fitted at each tested chromosome position as described in the previous section. The hypothesis of presence of a QTL affecting the trait can be tested by ANOVA at each position and corrected afterward for multiple testing [Lander and Kruglyak 1995 , De Koning et al
1999], or by mean of permutation [Churchill & Doerge 1994].

QTL mapping by a variance component approach.
The linear regression based QTL mapping is a powerful approach that relies
on the availability of an experimental population where the two founder lines
are assumed to be fixed for alternative QTL alleles. When this condition is
not fulfilled i.e. QTL alleles are not fixed within founder lines, alternative
and more flexible approaches are often preferred.
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A flexible method for detecting QTL in a broader range of cases and
pedigree structures is the variance component (VC) approach, where the
QTL effect is modeled as a random effect (Fernando and Grossman 1989;
Goldgar 1990). Since fixed effects like sex or generation of the animals are
often included, a mixed model is fitted as in equation 2.

y = X + v + e

(2)

where y is the vector of phenotypes,  is the vector of fixed effects, X is
the incidence matrix for the fixed effects, v is the random genetic effect, and
e the residuals. y is then assumed to follow a multivariate normal distribution: y ~ MVN ( X ,V ), where V is the variance-covariance matrix of y.
V is given by

V (y) = A v2 + I  e2

(3)

where A is the genotype IBD (Identity By Descent) matrix,  v2 is the genetic variance due to the QTL, I is the identity matrix, and  e2 is the residual
variance.
As in linear regression based QTL mapping, the model is fitted at each
tested position in the genome. The likelihood function follows a multivariate
normal distribution as in equation 4

l(y / X , v2 , e2 ) =

1

(2)

n

 1
exp (y  X )T V 1 (y  X )
 2
|V |

(4)

The QTL scan thus consists in finding, at each tested position, the estimates of  v2 and  e2 that maximize the likelihood of y. A significant value of
 v2 indicates the presence of a QTL affecting the phenotype y.
Solving equation 4 is not trivial, and numerical approaches are required to
estimate the variance components  v2 and  e2 , [Lynch, and Walsh, 1998,
Johnson and Thompson 1995. Dempster et al 1977, Harville 1977]. The
different possible methods will not be discussed in detail here, it is however
important to notice that among genome positions, the only change in the
likelihood expression of equation 4 is in the matrix A which is included in V.
A is the genotype IBD matrix estimated at each tested genome position. It
is because equation 4 is solved with a different A matrix at each position that
the variance component estimates  v2 and  e2 vary among positions. A is
therefore a key element of the variance component approach: after being estimated from genetic marker and pedigree information [Wang et al 1995, PongWong et al 2001, Heath 1997, Abecasis et al 2002], it is via the A matrix that
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the individuals genotype information is included in the VC model. The following section will describe the structure of the IBD matrix in more detail.
The genotype IBD matrix is a square matrix of dimension n, where n is
the number of individuals in the population. Each value at line i and column
j of the matrix correspond to the expected number of alleles shared Identical
By Descent (IBD) between individual i and individual j: A is therefore a
symmetric matrix.
Identical By Descent (IBD) refers to alleles that have been inherited from
the same known ancestor in the pedigree, this in contrast to Identical By
State (IBS) that refers to alleles that display the same molecular genetic signature, but may not necessarily be traced back to the same ancestor within
the pedigree, as illustrated in Figure 2. In Figure 2a the pedigree consists of
two families and two generations each. Individual 2.1 and 2.2 share the same
allele (in green) inherited from individual 1.2. This allele is thus shared IBD
between 2.1 and 2.2. However individual 2.1 and 2.3 also share an allele (in
blue), but since no common ancestor can be found between those individuals, 2.1 and 2.3 share this allele IBS but not IBD. If the information about the
previous generation is included in the pedigree as in Figure 2b, we can see
that all the blue alleles can be traced back to the same ancestor (individual
0.1). From this new information, we can conclude that all the “blue alleles”
of the pedigree are IBD. Here the IBD coefficient between 2.1 and 2.3 that
was null in Figure 2a becomes 0.5 in Figure 2b where one additional generation has been included in the pedigree.
The IBD matrices are reported for each pedigree in Figure 2. A value
equal to zero means that no alleles are shared IBD between a pair of individuals, 0.5 means that one allele is shared IBD, i.e. one half of the genotype, and 1 means that the individuals share two alleles in common. In case
of inbreeding the IBD coefficient can be greater than 1 and is equal to two
when a homozygote individual has two copies of the same allele IBD (i.e.
individual 2.4 Figure 2b).
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2.a

2.b
Figure 2. Schematic representation of the allelic inheritance and corresponding IBD
matrix through a two generation pedigree (Fig. 2a) and through a three generation
pedigree (Fig. 2b).

Compared with the linear regression method, the variance component is a
more general and flexible approach for detecting QTL in various types of
populations. However two computationally demanding steps must be performed at each genome position tested for presence of QTL: first estimation
of the IBD matrix at the given chromosome location, and secondly compute
the maximum likelihood variance components. The variance component
approach is thus considerably more computationally demanding than the
linear regression QTL mapping.
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AIMS
The aims of this thesis are to further develop the variance component QTL
mapping framework to be a more computationally efficient and statistically
powerful tool when applied to experimental data, and to use the new methods to dissect the genetic architecture of complex traits in outbred intercross
populations.
The reports included in this thesis have addressed this by
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I

Improving the computational efficiency of the IBD matrix
estimation.

II

Developing the VC model to include hypothesis testing about
the level of fixation of the alleles in outbred populations

III

Developing a haplotype estimation method adapted for the
analysis of deep pedigrees.

IV

Applying the newly developed methods in the analysis of an
experimental chicken pedigree consisting of nine successive
generations after intercross between two phenotypically divergent lines.

SUMMARY OF INCLUDED REPORTS

Further developments of the variance component model
(paper I and II)
One limitation of variance component based QTL mapping is the computational work of testing multiple genomic positions in large pedigrees. Because
the IBD matrix is a square array of dimension n (the number of individuals),
the time needed to calculate the matrix and the memory space to store it is
proportional to the square of n. Consequently, the computational work
needed to carry out a genome scan for single QTL on a given pedigree increases linearly with the number of tested positions, but with the square of
the number of individuals. It is therefore important to provide fast and efficient methods to compute IBD matrices. A solution to this problem is presented in the first paper of this thesis.
A second limitation of the VC approach is that the effects of each allele
from the base generation of the pedigree are modeled independently
(Fernando and Grossman 1989; Goldgar 1990); therefore no particular assumption is made about the population structure. In experimental populations however, the line origin of the QTL alleles is expected to have a significant effect on the allelic effects. To address this problem, alternative
models mixing fixed line effect and a random QTL effect have been proposed, [Perez-Enciso and Varona, 2000, Wang et al 1998]. In the second
paper of this thesis, we develop a variance component method to estimate
the genetic correlation within founder lines from the marker, pedigree and
phenotype information of the experimental cross.

A general and efficient method for estimating continuous IBD
functions for use in genome scans for QTL (Paper I)
A new method for estimating IBD matrices inspired by [Pong Wong et al
2001] has been implemented. As in [Pong Wong et al 2001], the IBD coefficients are estimated recursively from ancestors to descendants through the
pedigree, in a deterministic way. This method combines both advantages of
being faster than stochastic approaches that require multiple iterations
[Heath 1997, Abecasis et al 2002], and of being flexible e.g by easily including a genetic covariance structure for the individuals in the founder popula-
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tion. The covariance among founders can be computed independently based
on population history [Meuwissen and Goddard 2000]. From [Pong Wong et
al 2001] it is easy to show that the IBD probabilities at a given location can
be expressed as a continuous function of the distance to the next flanking
informative marker. We show how to calculate this function, either by derivation of the exact IBD function, or by approximating it utilizing a limited
number of single-locus IBD values. In Figure 3 we illustrate the resemblance
of our estimated IBD function to the results obtained when estimating several single-locus IBD probabilities in the same marker interval using the
LOKI program [Heath 1997].

Figure 3. Estimation of two polynomial IBD functions for two different pair of
individuals in a marker bracket using IBDs at the right and left flanking marker and
at the mid-point in the interval as input.

If several IBD matrices have to be estimated within the same marker interval, computing the IBD function results in a better use of computer resources; the IBD probabilities are summarized into an IBD function file that
requires less memory space than storing several single-locus IBD matrices.
Moreover, each IBD matrix can be rapidly calculated from the IBD function
file without needing to be stored. This last point can improve the efficiency
of genome scan for multiple interacting QTL where every pair of loci must
be tested. Pairwise testing of each locus implies importing the same IBD
matrix several times into the variance component program, causing slow
flow of information between the memory drives and the CPU of a computer.
Estimation of an IBD function instead of single point IBD thus increases the
efficiency of IBD-matrix estimation in genome scans for QTL and facilitates
further improvements by resolving methodological bottlenecks in algorithms
to scan multiple QTL.
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An improved method for quantitative trait loci detection and
identification of within-line segregation in F2 intercross designs
(Paper II)
In order to estimate the genetic correlation within founder lines in an experimental cross, a new variance component model has been developed.
An alternative notation for equation 2 is

y = X + Zv * +e

(5)

[Rönnegård and Carlborg 2007], where v* is the vector of m independent
normally distributed base generation QTL alleles with variance 1/2  v2 , and Z
is an incidence matrix of size n x m relating individuals with the base generation alleles.
In an experimental line cross population we set a mixed linear model as in
equation 5, where v* is a random effect with m levels. m can be decomposed
into mA + mB, mA being twice the number of individuals in line A, and mB
twice the number of individuals in line B. An unknown correlation  is expected between the alleles of the same line origin, such that v* ~ MVN (0,
G). For a pedigree consisting of one founder in line A and three founders in
line B, G is written as
 v2  c2
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Hence, y~MVN (X, V), where
V=ZGZ ´+ I  e2 .

(7)

Estimating  v2 and  c2 is achieved by decomposing ZGZ’ into
 I  v2 + ( I   J ) c2
Thus V =  I  v2 + ( I   J ) c2 + I e2

(8)

where I and  J are the IBD matrices calculated under the hypothesis of
independent or fixed alleles within lines respectively.
The power to detect QTL have been compared between our new Flexible
Intercross Analysis (FIA) and a linear regression based QTL mapping
method [Haley and Knott 1992,] in four different simulated pedigrees with
four level of fixation (Figure 4). The power to detect QTL is equivalent between the two methods when the alleles are fixed within lines, and decreases
for both methods when the level of fixation decreases. For the FIA method,
the power is always higher or at least as high as the linear regression method.
The difference is larger for pedigrees with smaller number of founders and
large F2 population, whereas pedigrees generated by a large number of founders contributes to affect similarly the power of the two methods.
Tested on experimental data [Lundström et al. 1995], the FIA method
showed an substantial gain in power compared to the linear regression QTL
mapping [Haley and Knott 1992] as the QTL responsible for meat quality in
a Wild boar X Large white F2 cross was detected using FIA but not with
Haley-Knott regression.
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Figure 4. Power to detect QTL with Haley-Knott regression (HK) and FIA for four
simulated cases from total fixation (case 1) to complete segregation (case 4). Four
different F2 pedigrees were simulated with a large (50 founders) or small (4 founders) base generation, and a large (800 individuals) or small (200 individuals) F2
generation. A QTL was simulated at a fully informative marker (solid lines), or
between two fully informative markers 40 cM apart (dashed lines)

Variance component analysis of deep pedigrees
(paper III and IV)
The F2 intercross design is a powerful approach for detecting QTL on broad
chromosome regions. Because the chromosomes in the F2 generation have
undergone a single set of recombination (gametes of the F1 generation), the
linkage disequilibrium (LD) is strong in the F2 population [Lynch and Walsh
1998]. As a consequence, the genotype information given by molecular
markers is strongly correlated along the chromosomes, and the density of
marker does not need to be high in order to detect QTL, with e.g. one marker
per 10 or 20 centimorgan (cM) [Jensen 1989]. However, the resulting confidence intervals for the QTL locations are large [Darvasi et al 1993], with
QTL covering several hundreds of genes.
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In order to improve the resolution in the QTL scan, it is necessary to use a
denser genetic marker map together with a population where the level of LD
is lower. To reduce LD in the F2, one can breed additional generations. Repeated intercrossing starting with F2 individuals to generate an F3 population
and so on will generate an Advanced Intercross Line (AIL) pedigree [Darvasi and Soller 1995, Yu et al 2007, Jerzy et al 2006]. Each generation of
intercross will introduce new recombination events and decrease the LD.
QTL analysis of AIL pedigrees will thus provide better resolution than a
QTL scan based on an F2 population.
It is important to note that when the number of successive generations increases in the pedigree, the task of tracing the inheritance pathways of the
alleles from the last generation to the founders becomes more challenging as
the number of possible pathways increases. Moreover, the genetic map that
will provide marker information at cM or sub-cM interval will in practice be
based on Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) markers, which normally
only display a binary polymorphism. Those markers are therefore less informative than e.g. microsatellite markers that might have a larger number of
alleles at each locus [Grapes et al 2006].
A multigenerational pedigree together with binary markers will contribute
to increase the difficulty in computing accurate estimates of the IBD relationship between individuals from their genotype.
Our deterministic algorithm (paper I) computes IBD matrices using data
from fully informative markers, i.e. markers where the alleles can be unambiguously traced back from offspring to grandparents [Pong Wong et al 2001],
and discards markers that do not fulfill this criteria. It is then expected that
when analyzing a deep pedigree with SNP marker information only, the algorithm will discard many markers, and thus make a poor use of the available
information. To address this problem, we propose a new implementation of
the algorithm that computes IBD probabilities based on haplotype information in addition to genotype and pedigree. By assigning a parental origin to
each allele, the haplotype adds an extra level of information that will increase
the number of informative markers taken used to estimate the IBD.
In the third paper of this thesis, we describe a new haplotype estimation
algorithm that was developed to minimize the risk of haplotyping error in
deep pedigrees. In the fourth paper we describe the analysis of a nine generation AIL pedigree resulting from crossing two chicken lines subjected to
more than 40 generations of bi-directional selection for increased and decreased body weight.
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A genetic algorithm based haplotyping method provides better
control on haplotype error rate (paper III)
A new algorithm has been implemented to estimate the chromosome haplotypes in a population, based on marker genotype and pedigree information.
The haplotyping method relies on a mixture of rule based deterministic approach [Qian and Beckmann 2002], and a genetic algorithm approach [Tapadar et al 2000, Levine 1996]. The marker phases that can be inferred with
certainty are resolved with the deterministic rules, whereas uncertain cases
are resolved iteratively via a genetic algorithm procedure. Each uncertain
marker phase is inferred several times in order to assess the robustness of the
haplotype at a given location. Less robust haplotypes are discarded in order
to minimize the risk of propagating erroneous marker phases through the
consecutive generations of the pedigree.
The accuracy of our new method has been tested on a simulated version of
the AIL pedigree that will be analyzed in paper IV. In Figure 5, the proportion of correct marker phases (Figure 5.a), haplotype error and unresolved
cases (Figure 5.b) are plotted against the stringency criterion value used to
determine if a marker phase is robust enough to be trusted. Increasing the
stringency reduces the amount of inferred haplotypes and the amount of erroneous marker phases, but increases the proportion of unresolved cases.
Comparison of our algorithm with two other haplotyping methods indicated that with stringency criterion equal to 0.75, results from our algorithm
are comparable to those of a deterministic method [Hernández-Sánchez and
Knott 2009], with 97.7% of correct haplotypes, whereas MERLIN, a likelihood based method [Abecasis et al 2002], seems to display a higher amount
of unresolved cases.
This haplotype estimation algorithm represents an important step before
starting the analysis of deep experimental pedigrees for QTL detection.
Adapted to multigenerational pedigrees, the algorithm provides robust haplotype information that increases the information content of the marker data
utilized by our IBD estimation program.
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Figure .5- Accuracy of the haplotyping algorithm as function of the stringency criterion a) Percentage of correct heterozygous marker phases in the estimated haplotypes. b) Percentage of haplotype error (plain dark line) and percentage of non estimated marker phases (dashed line).

Fine mapping and replication of QTL in a chicken Advance
Intercross Line (paper IV)
A nine generation AIL pedigree was bred from two chicken lines divergently
selected for body weight [Dunnington and Siegel 1996]. All animals in the
pedigree were genotyped at  1cM intervals in nine genomic regions where
significant or suggestive QTL signals were detected in an earlier F2 population from the same lines [Jacobsson et al 2005]. Haplotype information was
inferred for each chromosome segment with the haplotyping algorithm described in paper III, and scan for QTL was performed in each QTL region
using the FIA approach of paper 2. All nine regions showed a significant
QTL signal for body weight at 56 days of age (BW56) (Figure 6). All QTL
regions except Growth9 [Jacobsson et al 2005] on chromosome 7 displayed
a single QTL signal. Further fine mapping in the segment on chromosome 7
revealed that the original Growth9 QTL was due to two independent and
linked loci. The QTL peak in the AIL pedigree is often narrower than the
original F2 QTL, illustrating the increased resolution in QTL mapping when
using an AIL. In Figure 7, we compare the width of the QTL peaks in the F2
and the AIL for the strongest QTL; Growth1 and Growth9. The width of
Growth1 in the AIL is about 1/3 of that in the F2 (Figure 7a). For Growth9
on chromosome 7, the increased resolution in the AIL allowed the single
QTL peak in the F2 pedigree to be separated into two separate QTL in the
AIL (Figure 7b). This study illustrates the power of using Advanced Intercross Lines for replication and fine mapping of QTL in divergent line
crosses. Our strategy to use both genotype and phenotype information from
all individuals in the entire pedigree clearly makes efficient use of all avail-
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able genotype information provided in AIL, where the use of outbred founders results in very few SNP marker alleles being fixed within the lines.

Figure 6. Chromosome scan based on score statistic for 9 regions genotyped in the
AIL pedigree, 1% significance threshold in dashed horizontal line.

Figure 7. Comparison between width of QTL peak in F2 pedigree and AIL pedigree
analysis on Growth1 (a) and Growth9 (b)
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CONCLUSION

The work presented for this thesis focused on developing and applying variance component based QTL mapping tools in experimental pedigrees. We
further developed several aspects of the VC QTL scan methodology by implementing a new fast and efficient method for estimating IBD matrices and
a new VC model adapted for the analysis of experimental population with
outbred founders. We then focused on the prospect of analyzing multigenerational pedigrees by the VC approach. Our IBD estimation algorithm
was extended to include haplotype information in addition to genotype and
pedigree to improve the accuracy of the IBD estimates in complex pedigrees.
These newly developed methods where subsequently applied to analyze a
nine-generation AIL pedigree obtained after crossing two chicken lines
divergently selected for body weight. Nine QTL originally detected in a F2
population were replicated in the AIL pedigree, and our strategy to use both
genotype and phenotype information from all individuals in the entire pedigree clearly made efficient use of the available genotype information provided in AIL.
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FUTURE PROSPECTS

Ongoing work
Several interacting QTL were described in an F2 pedigree derived from the
same chicken lines as the AIL presented in paper IV [Carlborg et al 2006]. It
is thus a priority to further investigate the genetic architecture of body
weight in the chicken AIL, focusing on the detection of possible gene by
gene interaction (epistasis). An ongoing project consists in re analyzing the
AIL pedigree for epistatic interactions, using both variance component and
linear regression approach.

Near future
The work presented in this thesis focuses on QTL detection, which is the
first step in the dissection of the genetic architecture of complex traits. One
step further in the dissection of complex traits consists in quantifying the
genotypic contribution to the phenotype in terms of single QTL effect and
possible interaction. In that regard, the variance component approach is still
outperformed by linear regression methods where recent developments facilitate the orthogonal decomposition of the genetic effects into additive and
dominance contributions, as well as interaction effects, e.g. additive X additive, additive X dominance effects [Alvarez-Castro et al 2007, AlvarezCastro et al 2008]. Variance component estimation of dominance effect has
been investigated [Xu 1996], but so far, the ways to obtain independent estimates of additive and dominance effects within the VC framework are unclear. However, epistatic interactions have been described in experimental
data set consisting of outbred lines crosses [Le Rouzic et al 2008, Carlborg
et al 2006], where the conditions for linear regression QTL mapping are not
fulfilled, i.e. the alleles are not fixed with parental lines. A model like FIA
allowing for allelic segregation within founder lines would therefore be more
adapted to such data. Projects in the near future thus involves exploring the
possibility of computing independent VC estimates of additive and dominance effects, in order to decompose the genetic effects into independent
partitions.
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Looking ahead
Many traits of scientific interest cannot be investigated by mean of experimental populations, thus, the study of the genetic architecture underlying
those traits has to be carried on the natural population. In some cases, the
natural conditions confer to the population similar LD structure as in an experimental design. This is for example the case in natural hybridization
[Slate 2005]: if two sub-species are in contact within their respective habitat
and hybridize, the resulting individuals display the same characteristics as
the F1 individuals in an experimental cross of outbred lines. The next generation of hybrids is therefore similar to an F2 or a back cross population. For
other populations however, no such phenomenon happens and the LD level
remain low. Studying the genetic architecture of continuous variation among
natural population is therefore a very challenging area, where theoretical
approach must be able to handle mapping population consisting of hybrids
from different origin, i.e F2 and backcross possibly co-existing in the same
population, or even with populations of low LD. Development of tool able to
take the population structure and history into account can be an important
contribution to such project.
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